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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET

MORE ON CHRIS CHRISTIE, OPIOIDS AND MARIJUANA
It is very significant that Chris Christie joined the new Administration.
The cannabis industry has turned a blind eye to the connection between opioids and pot.
While the industry focuses on why cannabis may be good for you, the facts are opposite regarding recreational pot as related to opioids and
other drugs in combination with pot.
The cannabis industry congratulates itself that nobody dies from pot.
It is just simply not true.
I know of no statistics (if you know, please tell me) that relate death from pot in combination to other drugs and driving deaths.
The combination of opioids and pot are deadly on a health basis, now and in the future.
We do not know how many deaths result from the combination of both and what the future is for those addicted.
Add cigs to the mix, and the human lungs are bombarded with toxins. Pot toxins combined with cig toxins are a recipe for lung diseases.
The cannabis industry has no leadership that directs smoking pot away from the human lungs in favor of edibles or other means.
It is clear to me, however, that the industry needs to face up to the fact that today’s THC is extremely powerful and can be deadly.
The Administration should be acknowledged for Christie’s appointment to help with opioids. He will connect them to marijuana.
I know of no Nobel Prize winning science that validates medical or recreational marijuana. Such science affirms other significant health
modalities. In absence of such science, the industry would be well served to create a health consciousness for all users. It has failed to do
so. If the industry is to gain credibility it must become health oriented. It is not today.

